
Becoming a 'CIO'
Most Catholic Charities that have been in existence for decades tend to have been formed as charitable trusts,
in particular those associated with Religious bodies. Since March 2013 it has been possible for existing chari-
table trusts to consider converting to become Charitable Incorporated Organisations (CIOs). CSCC Executive
Committee member Tim Rutherford explains how they operate. 

I recently acted for a Religious Congregation that converted its
charitable trust into a Charitable Incorporated Organisation.
The Charity Commission has now registered the CIO. I believe
that this is one of the first CIOs of this nature and that it would
be helpful to share with readers my experience of the process.

Advantages 
Conversion to a CIO has a number of advantages over a 
charitable trust:

n Assets of the charity can be registered in the name of the 
CIO. This avoids the need to update registrations each 
time Trustees change, mitigating the chance of assets being
left registered in the name of Trustees who have died or 
lost mental capacity. While many charitable trusts have 
gone down the route of incorporating their Trustee body, 
not all have done so.

n The Trustees have limited personal liability. Many charitable 
trusts are now looking to bring on experienced professional 
individuals as lay Trustees. Such individuals are likely to 
prefer the protection of a limited liability structure.

n The CIO is permanently based in England and Wales, 
irrespective of where its Trustees live. This overcomes the 
problem of, for example, a worldwide Religious 
Congregation wanting Members from abroad to be 
Trustees, which can cause issues as to where a charitable 
trust is located for tax purposes.

n The Trustees can take the opportunity to review the 
governance of the charity and consider issues such as out
dated definitions that refer to Provinces or Offices that no 
longer exist.

The constitution for a Religious CIO
The CSCC (specifically Exec Committee member Richard King
with the assistance of Michael King and Vicky Bowles) has been
working with the Charity Commission to develop a model 
constitution for Religious CIOs that is acceptable to the
Commission, while at the same time maintaining the long-
established structure of this type of charity. 

The model document is now approved and available to all
members1. The Model Constitution is based upon the
Association Model Constitution for a CIO prepared by the
Charity Commission. The main points to note are:

The Charity Commission felt that it was appropriate to refresh
the standard form of Objects. Traditionally Religious charitable
trusts have had the object of supporting the religious and other
charitable work of the associated Religious body and, in the
event of that object no longer being achievable, a default
object to advance the Roman Catholic religion. The Charity

Commission have taken the view that new Religious CIO
should be established for the specific purpose of advancing the
Roman Catholic religion but are happy to express that such
object can be achieved through the work of the associated
Religious body. Clause 3 of the Model provides: 

"The object of the CIO is the advancement of the Roman
Catholic religion through the religious and other charitable 
work of the [Society] [Congregation] [Order] [Monastic 
Community] [Diocese] as the Trustees with the approval of 
the [Superior] [Abbot] [Bishop] shall from time to time think
fit."

The Charity Commission felt it important to expressly state that
the Trustees of the CIO had the power to receive financial 
support from the CIO. Clause 5(2)(a) of the Model provides
that: 

"a member, Trustee or Connected Person who is a member of 
the [Society] [Congregation] [Order] [Monastic Community]
[or a priest or other ordained person incardinated within the
Diocese] may, in that capacity as a member, be employed 
and remunerated, housed and maintained at the expense of
the CIO".

The member of the CIO has no liability to contribute to the
assets of the CIO or to settle its debts and liabilities if it is
wound up (Clause 8 of the Model).

The CIO is set up as a sole member CIO. The Model provides
(Clause 9(1)) that the Sole Member is appointed ex officio,
being the Superior, Abbot or Bishop as the case may be. As a
consequence of having a Sole Member, the provisions relating
to meetings in the Association Model Constitution have largely
been removed as they are not required.

The affairs of the CIO are managed by the Trustees, but the
Model contemplates that the Trustees will do so subject to the
"approval of the [Superior] [Abbot] [Bishop]" (Clause 12(1)).

The Model provides that the Superior, Abbot or Bishop, as the
case may be, is appointed ex officio as a Trustee (Clause
13(1)). The remainder of the Trustees are appointed by the
Superior, Abbot or Bishop, as the case may be, (Clause 13(2))
for such term as they may decide appropriate. There is no
requirement for Trustees to be members of the Society,
Congregation, Order or Monastic Community, but the Model
contemplates (Clause 16) that if lay Trustees are appointed,
then they will serve for no more than three consecutive terms.

The Model includes appropriate provisions for meetings of the
Trustees to take place by electronic means (Clause 19(4)). 
If the CIO is wound up, then any assets remaining after the
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settlement of any liabilities must be "applied to or for the
advancement of the Roman Catholic religion as the Member
shall decide".

There is, of course, no requirement to use the CSCC Model
when preparing a constitution for a Religious CIO, but it is
worth considering, including the provisions referred to above in
any constitution that you may prepare. In addition, as the 
principles and wording of these provisions have already been
approved by the Charity Commission you may find getting
approval of your constitution an easier task if you follow the
same wording (amended as may be appropriate for your
client's circumstances).

The application process in practice
Apart from preparing the Constitution, you will also have to
complete an application for registration of the CIO in the
usual way. As there is no statutory 'conversion' process, this
does of course take the form of an application to register a
new charity. The drawback of this is that the Charity
Commission will want to be satisfied as to the manner in which
the new CIO will advance the Roman Catholic religion and to
understand the public benefit this provides.  

We were advised as part of our application that while the
Charity Commission understood that we were seeking to 
incorporate an existing unincorporated charity as a CIO and
that the CIO would carry out exactly the same activities as the
existing charity:  "the unincorporated charity was registered
before the introduction of the Charities Act 2006 and the
requirement for all charities' aims to be, demonstrably, for the
public benefit. As with any incorporation we look afresh at the
public benefit requirements."

The Charity Commission also asked a number of questions
aimed at understanding how the CIO would provide public
benefit. We were also asked for a detailed explanation as to
how the Trustees were intending to carry out the charitable
work of the CIO and who would benefit from the activities.  

Ultimately we were able to point to the client's most recent filed
accounts for the existing charity, which gave a very detailed
explanation of what the charity currently does and how it fulfils
the public benefit requirement. We also made it clear that this
would continue when the CIO took over. The Charity
Commission accepted the explanation. It remains to be seen
how other Religious CIOs will fare when asked the same 
questions.

There is currently no streamlined process for applying to regis-
ter a Religious CIO. The process is the same as for any other
charitable incorporation. The only difficulties that we incurred
in the process were due to the fact that the case workers
involved at the outset had no practical experience of a
Religious Congregation CIO and the safeguards that are
included in order to protect the assets for the benefit of the
associated Religious Congregation. Initially, the case worker
was concerned that, in our case, the Superior had too much
authority and that the Trustees were subject to her authority.
The case worker felt that it would be more appropriate if the
Trustees had complete discretion over how they operated the
affairs of the CIO. The fact that we were able to refer to the
CSCC Model and the discussions that the CSCC had been
having with others at the Charity Commission enabled us to
avoid a detailed discussion on this issue. 

The CSCC Executive Committee are currently liaising with the
Charity Commission to see if there is any easy way to ensure
that applications for Religious CIOs are flagged and dealt with
by a case worker who is aware of the discussions that have
taken place. Until such a process is in place, we would advise
that anyone applying to establish a Religious CIO using the
CSCC Model (as amended to fit their particular needs)
includes in their application a statement along the following
lines: "The CIO is being established using the model
Constitution for Religious CIOs developed by the Conference
for Solicitors of Catholic Charities as approved by Caroline
Jones of the Registration Division of the Charity Commission".  

The transfer process
In discussion with others, three issues have been identified that
will need to be considered by all Religious CIOs as part of any
transfer process:

1. Normally Members of Religious Congregations will have
made Wills leaving their assets to the charitable trust and also
deeds of covenant that covenant their income to the charitable
trust. All the Members will therefore have to execute new Wills
and deeds of covenant and thought should be given to
whether or not they all need to be independently advised to
avoid suggestions of undue influence. To a certain extent, this
will depend upon whether the Members have any assets of
their own, or the expectation of receiving any in the future.

2. When Religious Congregations have disposed of property in
the past, some have imposed restrictive covenants on the pur-
chaser not to use the property for 'anti-Catholic' purposes,
even when no adjoining land has been retained. If such
covenants were not for the benefit of retained land, they are
purely contractual, and are in favour of the charitable trust.
The extent to which such rights can be assigned to, or enforced
by, the CIO needs to be considered. In some cases the
Religious Congregations have also entered into overage
arrangements and you need to remember to assign the benefit
of such contractual arrangements to the CIO.

3. On 'incorporation', the Trustees of the Charitable Trust are
conflicted if they seek to transfer across liabilities from the
Charitable Trust to the new CIO.. By 'incorporating' and trans-
ferring in this manner the Trustees are granting themselves the
benefit of limited liability. It is therefore necessary for the
Trustees to apply for a Section 105 order under the Charities
Act 2011 to authorise the transfer due to the conflict of inter-
est. In our case the Charity Commission provided the appropri-
ate order without any problems.

Conclusion
The process of establishing the Religious CIO was fairly
straightforward.

Undoubtedly CIOs will have teething issues like any new struc-
ture, and it would be useful for the Members of the CSCC to
share their experiences as we all seek to get to grips with this
new structure for the benefit of our clients.

Tim Rutherford, Partner at Stone King. Email:
TimRutherford@stoneking.co.uk

1. Click here to read the CIO model document
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http://catholicsolicitors.org/member-area/religious-cio.pdf



